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When we judge an action as morally right or wrong, we rely on our
capacity to infer the actor’s mental states (e.g., beliefs, intentions).
Here, we test the hypothesis that the right temporoparietal junction
(RTPJ), an area involved in mental state reasoning, is necessary for
making moral judgments. In two experiments, we used transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) to disrupt neural activity in the RTPJ
transiently before moral judgment (experiment 1, ofﬂine stimulation) and during moral judgment (experiment 2, online stimulation).
In both experiments, TMS to the RTPJ led participants to rely less on
the actor’s mental states. A particularly striking effect occurred for
attempted harms (e.g., actors who intended but failed to do harm):
Relative to TMS to a control site, TMS to the RTPJ caused participants
to judge attempted harms as less morally forbidden and more
morally permissible. Thus, interfering with activity in the RTPJ disrupts the capacity to use mental states in moral judgment, especially
in the case of attempted harms.
functional MRI
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ccording to a basic tenet of criminal law, “the act does not
make the person guilty unless the mind is also guilty.” Like
legal doctrine, mature moral judgment depends on the ability to
reason about mental states. By contrast, young children’s failure
to reason fully and ﬂexibly about mental states and, in particular,
to integrate mental state information for moral judgment leads
them to focus instead on the action’s consequences (1–3).
The neural basis of mental state attribution in healthy adults
has been investigated using functional MRI (fMRI), implicating
a network of brain regions (4), including the medial prefrontal
cortex, precuneus, and temporoparietal junction (TPJ). In particular, the right TPJ (RTPJ) shows increased metabolic activity
whenever participants read about a person’s beliefs in nonmoral
(5–8) and moral (9) contexts. However, fMRI cannot identify
whether activity in these regions is causally necessary for mental
state attribution or, a fortiori, for moral judgment.
The current study used ofﬂine (experiment 1) and online
(experiment 2) repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
to test the hypothesis that normal neural function in the RTPJ
allows participants to represent a protagonist’s beliefs for moral
judgments. We hypothesized that disrupting RTPJ function should
reduce the inﬂuence of those beliefs on moral judgments. To locate
the RTPJ in each participant, we ﬁrst carried out an fMRI scan,
using a functional localizer for brain regions implicated in mental
state attribution (7). In a subsequent session, we presented participants with moral scenarios in which (i) the protagonist acts on
either a negative belief (e.g., that he or she will cause harm to
another person) or a neutral belief and (ii) the protagonist either
causes a negative outcome (e.g., harm to another person) or a
neutral outcome (9, 10) (Fig. 1 and SI Text). We compared each
participant’s moral judgments following TMS to the RTPJ and
TMS to a control brain region in right parietal cortex.
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Experiment 1 used an ofﬂine TMS paradigm in which participants received TMS at 1 Hz for 25 min and then read and
responded to a series of moral scenarios (Fig. 2, Upper). Experiment 2 provided a replication and extension of experiment 1 in a
different group of participants. Speciﬁcally, to minimize the possibility that the effect of ofﬂine TMS might spread, over time, to
regions beyond the target RTPJ, experiment 2 used an online
paradigm in which participants received short bursts of TMS at
10 Hz for 500 ms, the onset of which was concurrent with the moral
judgment for each scenario (Fig. 2, Lower). We predicted that in
both experiments, TMS to the RTPJ would reduce the role of
beliefs and, as a direct result, increase the role of outcomes in
participants’ moral judgments relative to (a) judgments made by
the same participants following TMS to the control region and
(b) judgments made by other participants who received no TMS at
all (Fig. S1). Conﬁrming this prediction would provide clear evidence for the causal role of the RTPJ in belief attribution and
the essential role of belief attribution in moral judgment.
Results
Experiment 1. To analyze the effect of TMS site on participants’

moral judgments, we conducted a 2 (belief: neutral vs. negative) × 2
(outcome: neutral vs. negative) × 2 (TMS site: RTPJ vs. control)
repeated measures ANOVA. Following TMS to the RTPJ, moral
judgments were less inﬂuenced by the actor’s beliefs than following
TMS to the control site [interaction between belief and TMS site:
F(1,7) = 7.4, P = 0.03, partial h2 = 0.51; Fig. 3, Upper]. There
were no other main effects or interactions involving TMS site or
order of stimulation site, that is, whether the RTPJ or the control
site was stimulated ﬁrst. Also, there were no differences between
judgments obtained in the control TMS condition and judgments
obtained from a different group of participants with no TMS [e.g.,
belief by TMS (control TMS vs. no TMS) interaction: F(1,28) =
0.06, P = 0.2; pilot study described in Materials and Methods].
In addition, we conducted an item analysis using each of the 48
scenarios as the unit of analysis instead of each of the eight participants. Only one signiﬁcant effect emerged: participants judged
attempted harms (negative belief, neutral outcome) as more
permissible following TMS to the RTPJ vs. the control site
[independent samples t test: t(59) = 2.28, P = 0.03].
Does TMS to the RTPJ only bias the content of moral judgments, or is the time taken to make a moral judgment also affected?
There were no effects of TMS site on participants’ reaction times
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Fig. 1. Experimental stimuli and design. (Upper) Combination of belief
(neutral vs. negative) and outcome (neutral vs. negative) factors yielded a 2 × 2
design with four conditions. (Lower) Text of a sample “attempted harm” scenario. Bold italicized sections indicate words that differed across conditions.

[e.g., belief by TMS site interaction: F(1,7) = 0.3, P = 0.6]. The
only signiﬁcant effect on reaction times was a belief by outcome
interaction [F(1,7) = 9.6, P = 0.02, partial h2 = 0.56], which
reﬂected the shorter reaction times for intentional harms than
for the other conditions (intentional harm, 1.2 s; attempted harm,
1.6 s; accidental harm, 1.8 s; nonharm, 1.6 s). There was also no
effect of TMS site on the variability of participants’ judgments, as
measured by the SD of judgments within a condition across participants [e.g., belief by TMS site interaction: F(1,7) = 0.1, P = 0.8].

Fig. 2. Design for experiment 1 (Upper) and experiment 2 (Lower). Experiment 1 used an ofﬂine TMS paradigm in which participants received TMS at
1 Hz for 25 min and then read and responded to a series of moral scenarios. The
order of TMS sessions, RTPJ ﬁrst vs. control ﬁrst, was counterbalanced across
participants. Experiment 2 used an online TMS paradigm in which participants
received TMS at 10 Hz for 500 ms. TMS onset was concurrent with onset of the
moral judgment question for each story.
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Fig. 3. Results for experiment 1 (Upper) and experiment 2 (Lower). Moral
judgments were made on a seven-point scale. Light bars correspond to
control TMS, and dark bars correspond to RTPJ TMS. Bars represent SEM.
Moral judgments of attempted harm (negative belief, neutral outcome) are
signiﬁcantly different by TMS site (RTPJ vs. control; *P < 0.05).

In sum, (i) moral judgments following TMS to the control site
were no different from a no-TMS control and (ii) there was no
evidence that TMS site affected the reaction time or variability
of judgments in any condition. We therefore conclude that the
selective bias in moral judgments induced by TMS to the RTPJ
cannot be explained by differences in difﬁculty between conditions or by the effects of TMS on attention or task performance more generally.
The results of experiment 1 demonstrate that ofﬂine TMS to
the RTPJ, in comparison to TMS to a nearby control brain
region, disrupts participants’ use of belief information in moral
judgments. As a result, moral judgments appear to be more
outcome-based rather than belief-based. Pairwise comparisons in
the item analysis showed a pronounced effect for the case of
attempted harms, in which the agent believes he or she will harm
another but fails to do so. Disrupting RTPJ activity has the
selective effect of causing participants to judge attempted harms
as more morally permissible than they would normally.
There are two methodological issues that pose a challenge to the
interpretation offered thus far. First, information about the
potential outcome of the action was available to participants both
implicitly before the belief (e.g., the white substance is poison)
and explicitly after the belief (e.g., she puts the substance in her
friend’s coffee, and her friend dies). Ofﬂine TMS to the RTPJ may
therefore have caused participants to attend to the information
presented either most often or most recently, leading to a relative
focus on outcomes. Second, ofﬂine TMS may have caused the
suppression of neural function to spread to distant regions, possibly with some delay (11, 12), from the RTPJ to brain regions
closely connected to it (13). Experiment 2 directly addressed these
concerns by (i) modifying the stimuli to remove the repetition of
the outcome information and (ii) using brief pulse trains of TMS
concurrent with the onset of each moral scenario’s question.
Speciﬁcally, we shortened the train of stimulation (10 Hz for
500 ms) and reduced the time between stimulation and task
(application of TMS online during participants’ moral judgments),
relying on the logic that the shorter the train of TMS and the
Young et al.

Experiment 2. Disrupting activity in the RTPJ during the task
showed a trend toward moral judgments that were less belief-based
than judgments made in the TMS control condition [interaction
between belief and TMS site: F(1,11) = 4.6, P = 0.056, partial
h2 = 0.50; Fig. 3, Lower]. There were no other main effects or
interactions involving TMS site or order of stimulation site. Also,
judgments obtained in the control TMS condition did not differ
from judgments obtained without TMS [n = 10; belief by TMS
interaction: F(1,20) = 0.02, P = 0.9]. An item analysis revealed
that during TMS to the RTPJ, participants judged attempted
harms as more permissible than the same scenarios presented
during TMS to the control site [independent samples t test: t(81) =
2.11, P = 0.038], paralleling the ﬁndings from experiment 1.
No effects or interactions involving TMS site were found for
reaction time [e.g., belief by TMS site interaction: F(1,10) = 0.9,
P = 0.4], although, overall, negative beliefs elicited shorter reaction
times than neutral beliefs [neutral beliefs: 0.70 s; negative beliefs:
0.64 s, F(1,10) = 21.2, P = 0.001, partial h2 = 0.68]. TMS also did
not affect the variability of participants’ judgments [e.g., belief by
TMS site interaction: F(1,7) = 0.1, P = 0.8].
The full pattern of results of experiment 2 provides an overall
replication of experiment 1 in different participants, using a
temporally speciﬁc TMS protocol targeting the speciﬁc time of
moral judgment. In addition, the stimuli were modiﬁed so that
outcome and belief information was matched for frequency and
recency. In both experiments, TMS to the RTPJ diminished the
role of beliefs in participants’ moral judgments, thereby creating
a selective bias toward outcomes.
Combined Analysis. A combined analysis of data collected in both
experiments 1 and 2 from a total of 20 participants allowed us (i) to
detect any systematic differences between the two experiments and
(ii) to take advantage of the increased power to detect any small
but consistent effects. Speciﬁcally, we conducted a 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2
× 2 ANOVA (belief × outcome × TMS site × order × experiment ×
gender) of participants’ moral judgments. The only signiﬁcant
effects in this combined analysis were main effects of belief [F
(1,12) = 90.5, P < 0.001, partial h2 = 0.88], outcome [F(1,12) =
110.9, P < 0.001, partial h2 = 0.90], a belief by outcome interaction
[F(1,12) = 5.6, P = 0.035, partial h2 = 0.32], and, critically, the
same TMS site by belief interaction found in both experiments 1
and 2 [F(1,12) = 7.6, P = 0.017, partial h2 = 0.38]. The experiments
did not interact with any variable in this analysis. TMS site speciﬁcally affected judgments of attempted harms: TMS to the RTPJ
vs. the control site resulted in participants’ judging attempted
harms as more permissible [independent samples t test based on
the item analysis: t(87) = 3.6, P = 0.001].

Discussion
Transiently disrupting RTPJ activity with ofﬂine and online
repetitive TMS reduced the inﬂuence of beliefs on moral judgments. Normal moral judgment often represents a response to a
constellation of features, including not only the agent’s beliefs but
the agent’s desires (15), the magnitude of the consequences (16,
17), the agent’s prior record (18), the means used by the agent
to cause the harm (17, 19), the external constraints on the agent
(e.g., coercion, self-defense) (20), and so on (21). In the current
experiments, we manipulated two of these factors, the agent’s
belief and the outcome of the action, and found that the effect of
TMS to the RTPJ was speciﬁc to the agent’s belief. We found an
interaction between TMS site (RTPJ vs. control) and belief (i.e.,
whether the agent believed he or she would cause harm) in parYoung et al.

ticipants’ moral judgments and no interaction involving TMS site
and outcome (i.e., whether the harm actually occurred).
TMS did not disrupt participants’ ability to make any moral
judgment. On the contrary, moral judgments of intentional harms
and nonharms were unaffected by TMS to either the RTPJ or the
control site; presumably, however, people typically make moral
judgments of intentional harms by considering not only the action’s
harmful outcome but the agent’s intentions and beliefs. So why
were moral judgments of intentional harms not affected by TMS
to the RTPJ? One possibility is that moral judgments typically
reﬂect a weighted function of any morally relevant information
that is available at the time. On the basis of this view, when information concerning the agent’s belief is unavailable or degraded, the
resulting moral judgment simply reﬂects a higher weighting of other
morally relevant factors (e.g., outcome). Alternatively, following
TMS to the RTPJ, moral judgments might be made via an abnormal
processing route that does not take belief into account. On either
account, when belief information is degraded or unavailable, moral
judgments are shifted toward other morally relevant factors (e.g.,
outcome). For intentional harms and nonharms, however, the
outcome suggests the same moral judgment as the intention. Thus,
we suggest that TMS to the RTPJ disrupted the processing of
negative beliefs for both intentional harms and attempted harms,
but the current design allowed us to detect this effect only in the
case of attempted harms, in which the neutral outcomes did not
afford harsh moral judgments on their own.
Our hypothesis therefore is that TMS to the RTPJ affects an
input to moral judgment (i.e., belief information) but not the
process of moral judgment per se. An alternative hypothesis might
be that TMS to the RTPJ impaired participants’ ability to make
moral judgments per se, especially when participants must consider
multiple competing factors. On the basis of this alternative account,
participants would be worse, following TMS to RTPJ, at integrating
information about any two morally relevant factors (e.g., agent’s
prior record, means used, external constraints on the agent). We do
not favor this hypothesis, however, given that it does not predict the
direction of our observed effects. If TMS to the RTPJ rendered
participants generally worse at combining any two factors in their
moral judgments, participants’ judgments might have been slower
or more variable, which they were not (see below), but not systematically biased, which they were. Nevertheless, this alternative
hypothesis deserves further empirical investigation using scenarios
featuring other morally relevant features.
TMS to the RTPJ signiﬁcantly reduced but did not eliminate the
role of beliefs in moral judgment. Participants continued to judge
accidental harms (neutral belief, negative outcome) as more permissible than intentional harms (negative belief, negative outcome) and attempted harms (negative belief, neutral outcome) as
more forbidden than nonharms (neutral belief, neutral outcome)
and even accidental harms. This pattern reﬂects the persistent role
of beliefs in their judgments. Previous animal and human studies
show that trains of TMS at 1 Hz reduce metabolic activity in the
target region by 5–30% (11). Similarly, in previous experiments
with human participants, TMS slows or impairs task performance
but does not block cognitive task performance completely (22, 23).
Consistent with prior estimates, we found that TMS to the RTPJ
reduced participants’ use of beliefs (by ≈15%) but did not block
the use of beliefs completely. In the current scenarios, however,
the agents’ beliefs dominated participants’ moral judgments in the
absence of TMS. Other moral scenarios or moral dilemmas exist,
for which moral judgments are dominated by other morally relevant factors like the means of the action or the external constraints
on the agent. For these scenarios, the initial contribution of beliefs
to moral judgment is much smaller; TMS to the RTPJ might
therefore eliminate the inﬂuence of beliefs altogether. We are
testing this hypothesis in ongoing research.
One unpredicted aspect of the current results was the more
pronounced effect of TMS on judgments of attempted harms
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shorter the interval between TMS and behavioral testing, the less
likely it is for effects on distant regions to be responsible for
changes in moral judgments (14). In addition, this experiment
allowed us to assess the robustness of our initial ﬁndings, using a
different TMS paradigm, in a different group of participants.

(negative belief, neutral outcome) than on judgments of accidental
harms (neutral belief, negative outcome). Speciﬁcally, in analyses of
individual conditions, only attempted harms showed an independently signiﬁcant effect of TMS. Notably, however, there was no
signiﬁcant difference between the effects of TMS on attempted
harms and accidental harms (no interaction of belief by outcome by
TMS) in any analysis, and for accidental harms, the change in the
mean judgment following TMS was in the predicted direction
(more forbidden/less permissible) in both experiments. Nevertheless, the hint of asymmetry between attempted and accidental
harms is interesting, partly because of its convergence with recent
fMRI results. Activity in the RTPJ while participants make moral
judgments about attempted and accidental harms shows the same
asymmetry: greater activity for attempted than accidental harms (9,
10, 24, 25). The enhanced RTPJ response for attempted harms at
the time of judgment appears to reﬂect enhanced mental state
processing for negative moral judgments that rely exclusively on
mental state information (9, 10); that is, moral judgment and mental
state reasoning appear to interact: Mental states are weighed more
heavily when (i) they form the predominant basis of moral judgment (e.g., when belief and outcome conﬂict) and (ii) they support
negative (as opposed to neutral or positive) moral judgments.
Also of interest is that the hint of asymmetry between attempted
and accidental harms appeared to be more pronounced in
experiment 1 than in experiment 2, although statistical analyses
across both experiments did not reveal any effect of experiment;
that is, there was no signiﬁcant difference between the pattern of
results for experiments 1 and 2. Nevertheless, prior fMRI evidence
suggests an interpretation of the qualitatively more symmetrical
results in experiment 1 (i.e., effects on both attempted and accidental harms) than in experiment 2 (i.e., more pronounced effect
on attempted harms). When participants perform the current task
in the scanner (i.e., read moral scenarios and then make moral
judgments), the RTPJ shows two distinct phases of response: (i)
a high response to both attempted and accidental harms while
participants are ﬁrst reading the scenarios and (ii) as described
above, an enhanced response to attempted harms while participants are making moral judgments (10). In the ofﬂine paradigm
used in experiment 1, TMS effects are expected to be extended in
time, including both while participants are reading the scenarios
and while participants are making judgments. Thus, we might
predict effects of TMS for both conditions. By contrast, in the
online paradigm used in experiment 2, TMS was applied only at
the moment when participants made their moral judgments, so we
might predict relatively greater effects of TMS on judgments of
attempted harm. The overall pattern of the current results is thus
consistent with the hypothesis that TMS disrupted function in the
RTPJ and that the behavioral consequences of this disruption were
proportional to the amount of activity previously observed in the
RTPJ for each condition and time period. Again, however, these
interpretations must be taken lightly because neither the belief by
outcome by TMS interaction nor the belief by outcome by
experiment interaction was signiﬁcant in the current data.
The RTPJ was targeted here because of prior neuroimaging
evidence that activity in the RTPJ is relatively selective in processing mental states (e.g., beliefs) as opposed to other socially
relevant information (8). However, the RTPJ is not the only brain
region involved in processing mental states in the context of moral
judgment or in other nonmoral contexts. An important consideration for any TMS study, especially if using ofﬂine stimulation, is
the degree to which the observed effects are speciﬁc to the targeted
region or reﬂect the combined result of suppressing function in
that region and other regions to which it is differentially connected.
Evidence from animal models (26, 27) suggests that the neuromodulatory effects of TMS are maximal on the directly targeted
region (11). Nevertheless, the effects of TMS spread to other
regions via connections from the target region (12). Our results are
thus consistent with the hypothesis that either the (i) RTPJ is
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speciﬁcally necessary for belief attribution or (ii) the RTPJ and
regions to which it is connected are jointly necessary. The RTPJ
appears to be strongly connected to other regions implicated in
mental state attribution (4, 13, 28–30) and moral cognition (16, 19,
31–34), such as the left TPJ, precuneus, and medial prefrontal
cortex. These regions as well as other regions, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, recently implicated in studies on social
and moral cognition (35, 36) deserve attention in future research.
Importantly, however, TMS generally did not affect moral judgments. Both experiments included an active TMS control site to
determine anatomical speciﬁcity. The control site was chosen to be
close to (5 cm) and in the same (right) hemisphere as the experimental site to control for any secondary nonspeciﬁc effects of
TMS (e.g., auditory sensations, somatic and tactile stimulation,
potential startle effects). Moral judgments in the control TMS
condition were no different from moral judgments made in the
absence of TMS. Thus, the effects observed here were selective to
a speciﬁc cortical site — the RTPJ.
Although we consider our results to support the hypothesis
that TMS to the RTPJ caused disruption of belief attribution, an
alternative hypothesis is that TMS to the RTPJ actually caused
disruption of other cognitive functions. Near the right TPJ is a
lateral inferior parietal region involved in attentional shifting,
one component of the “ventral attention network” (37–39).
However, there is signiﬁcant anatomical separation between our
target region and the region involved in attentional processing.
Two recent studies have found that the regions associated with
belief attribution and attentional reorienting are separated by 10
mm (39, 40). Modeling and experimental work suggest that the
spatial resolution of direct TMS stimulation is 5–10 mm (11, 41).
Using a functional localizer and image-guided TMS, we targeted
the speciﬁc region of the RTPJ implicated in mental state
attribution. In addition, the behavioral evidence in the current
study was not consistent with an effect of attention or any other
general effect on task performance (e.g., making participants
overall slower, more variable, or generally less able to combine
multiple factors when making judgments). TMS to the RTPJ (or
the control site) did not render participants more conﬂicted (i.e.,
slower moral judgments) or less reliable (i.e., more variable
judgments) on any condition. On the other hand, we noted two
potentially problematic features of the stimuli of experiment 1:
(i) participants were presented with outcome information twice
and belief information once and (ii) participants saw outcome
information immediately before making their moral judgments.
In experiment 2, we modiﬁed the stimuli to remove these concerns and replicated the results of experiment 1. These results
support the hypothesis that the effect of TMS to the RTPJ was
speciﬁc to the content of the stimulus (i.e., belief information).
We therefore interpret the current results as evidence that
RTPJ activity is causally implicated in belief attribution and, at
least for the scenarios tested, that belief attribution is necessary
for typical moral judgment. These results may relate to a pattern
commonly observed in moral development in which children up
to the age of 6 years rely primarily on the observable outcomes of
an action when making moral judgments of the action (3). In
fact, young children judge someone who accidentally hurts
another person as worse (e.g., “more naughty”) than someone
who maliciously attempts to hurt another person but fails to do
so. Our results suggest that one source of this developmental
change may be the maturation of speciﬁc brain regions, including
the RTPJ (42, 43). Consistent with this idea, recent research
suggests that the RTPJ is late maturing (44). In addition, the
functional selectivity of the RTPJ for beliefs increases in children
from 6 to 11 years old. The link between the maturation of this
brain region and moral judgment is an interesting topic for
future studies.
The current results may also relate to recent work on neurodevelopmental disorders, such as autism spectrum disorders
Young et al.

Materials and Methods
Experiment 1. fMRI. Eight right-handed subjects (aged 18–30 years, ﬁve
women; SI Text) were scanned at 3 T (Athinoula A. Martinos Imaging Center,
Michigan Institute of Technology) using twenty-six 4-mm-thick near-axial
slices covering the whole brain. Standard echoplanar imaging procedures
were used [repetition time = 2 s, echo time = 40 ms, ﬂip angle = 90°]. Subjects
participated in four runs of the mental state attribution functional localizer,
contrasting stories requiring inferences about a character’s beliefs with stories requiring inferences about a physical representation (i.e., an outdated
photograph) (7). Fixation blocks of 12 s were interleaved between each story.
fMRI data were analyzed using SPM2 and custom software. Each subject’s
data were motion-corrected and then smoothed using a Gaussian ﬁlter (fullwidth half-maximum = 5 mm), and the data were high-pass ﬁltered during
analysis. A slow event-related design was used and modeled using a boxcar
regressor. An event was deﬁned as a single story, with the event onset
deﬁned by the onset of text on the screen.
The RTPJ was deﬁned for each subject individually based on a whole-brain
analysis of the localizer contrast and as contiguous voxels that were signiﬁcantly more active (P < 0.001, uncorrected) for belief stories vs. physical
stories. The peak voxel coordinates in the whole-brain random effects group
analysis after normalization onto the Montreal Neurological Institute template were [60, −54, 34]; the average size was 509 mm3.
TMS. Ofﬂine TMS sessions took place at the Berenson–Allen Center for
Noninvasive Brain Stimulation and the Harvard–Thorndike General Clinical
Research Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. We used a Magstim SuperRapid biphasic stimulator and a commercially available, aircooled, eight-shaped, 70-mm coil (MagStim Corporation). The intensity of
stimulation was 70% of the stimulator’s maximum output for all subjects;
the frequency was 1 Hz, and the duration was 25 min. The coil was oriented
in the anteroposterior axis with the handle pointing posteriorly.
In most subjects, low-frequency TMS leads to a disruption of activity in the
stimulated brain region outlasting the duration of TMS (51, 52). The duration
of TMS effects is variable and dependent on experimental conditions, task,
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stimulation parameters, and characteristics of the subjects. However, the
behavioral impact is broadly deﬁned as ranging between 50% and 200% of
the time of stimulation (14), and studies in animal models have revealed that
30 min of low-frequency TMS leads to suppression of activity in the target
brain region for ≈15 min, with a complete return to baseline after 30 min (11,
12). Ofﬂine TMS has the advantage that any general effects of stimulation
would not be concurrent with the behavioral experiment. We applied TMS
for 25 min. A conservative estimate of the duration of the TMS effects was
12.5 min (50% of the duration). The behavioral task, computer-paced, took
11.2 min. Analyses were performed to determine whether the effects wore
off during the session; no within-session effects were found. TMS was applied
to the fMRI-deﬁned subject-speciﬁc RTPJ in one session and to a control
region 5 cm posterior to the RTPJ on the axial plane in the other session,
counterbalancing for order of stimulation site (Fig. S2), to control for any
nonspeciﬁc secondary effects of rTMS. Using Brainsight software (Rogue
Industries), we created a 3D reconstruction of the fMRI localizer scan for every
subject and graphically represented both the RTPJ and the control region.
These individual brain images were used to plan, guide, and monitor the
stimulation in real time using a stereotaxic infrared system, ensuring that
every TMS pulse was delivered to the predetermined cortical location (53).
Moral judgment. Immediately after stimulation, subjects completed the moral
judgment task in each TMS session. Stimuli consisted of four variations of 48
scenarios, for a total of 192 stories with an average of 86 words per story;
word count and average reading time were matched across conditions (Fig. 1
and SI Text). A 2 × 2 design was used for each scenario, such that protagonists (i) produced either a negative or neutral outcome and (ii) believed
that they were causing either the negative outcome (“negative” belief) or
the neutral outcome (“neutral” belief). Moral judgments of these scenarios
are determined primarily by the belief (9, 10). Stories were presented in
cumulative segments: (i) background information (6 s), (ii) foreshadow (6 s),
(iii) belief (6 s), and (iv) action (6 s). Stories were then removed from the
screen and replaced with a question about the moral permissibility of the
action (4 s). Participants made judgments on a scale of 1 (forbidden) to 7
(permissible), using a computer keyboard.
Subjects saw 24 scenarios during each of two 11.2-min sessions (six stories
per condition). Stories were presented in a pseudorandom order; the order of
conditions was counterbalanced across runs and across subjects. Across
subjects, every scenario occurred in each of the four conditions. Individual
subjects saw each scenario only once: half after TMS to RTPJ and half after
TMS to the control TMS.
Experiment 2. Twelve different subjects (aged 18–30 years, seven women)
were scanned exactly as in experiment 1. The peak voxel coordinates in the
whole-brain random effects group analysis after normalization onto the
Montreal Neurological Institute template were [52, −52, 28]; the average
size was 151 mm3. TMS sessions took place at the Michigan Institute of
Technology and were conducted as in experiment 1, with the following
changes: Intensity was 60% of the stimulator’s maximum output, the frequency was 10 Hz, and the duration was 500 ms, with the onset of TMS timelocked to be concurrent with the onset of the moral judgment question for
each story. The following changes were made to the content and presentation of the moral stimuli: (a) the removal of outcome information from
the action segment and (b) shorter timing (3 s) for the action and judgment
segments. Subjects participated in one TMS session, in which they completed
six 3.2-min-long runs of the moral judgment task. In each run, subjects were
presented with eight stories (two stories per condition). Subjects were
allowed minute-long breaks between runs. TMS was applied to the fMRIdeﬁned subject-speciﬁc RTPJ in three runs and to a control region in the
other three runs, which were interleaved during the session, counterbalancing for order of stimulation site.
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(ASDs). Prior studies have found no difference between participants
with ASDs and neurotypical controls on various measures of moral
judgment. These studies, however, have focused on participants’
ability to evaluate intentional violations of moral norms (e.g.,
harming others) as “bad” and the ability to distinguish moral norms
from social norms (e.g., wearing pajamas to school) (45, 46). We
suggest that ASDs would lead to impairments in moral judgments,
speciﬁcally when moral judgment depends on reasoning about an
agent’s (false) belief, and thus on intact RTPJ function, as in the
current experiment. Children with ASDs often show pronounced
deﬁcits on nonmoral tasks that depend on considering an agent’s
belief (47), compared with closely matched control tasks. Even highfunctioning adults with ASDs show impaired representations of false
beliefs, when measured by their spontaneous-looking behavior (48).
Furthermore, reduced capacity for processing mental states in ASDs
is associated with reduced RTPJ activity (49). We therefore predict
that even high-functioning adults with ASDs would show atypical
moral judgments on the kinds of scenarios used in the current study.
We are testing this hypothesis in ongoing research.
In sum, both folk moral judgments and legal decisions depend
on our ability to look beyond the consequences of an individual’s
actions to the beliefs and intentions that underlie those actions.
In some cases, even if no harm is done, we can “call foul,”
especially if the individual believed he or she would cause harm
by acting and intended to do so. Our experiments show that
belief attribution in the service of deciding right and wrong,
especially in the case of failed attempts to harm, depends critically on normal neural activity in the RTPJ. When activity in the
RTPJ is disrupted, participants’ moral judgments shift toward a
“no harm, no foul” mentality. Future experiments should explore
the relevance of these ﬁndings for real-life judgments made by
judges and juries, who routinely make very detailed distinctions
based on mental state information, such as that between negligence and recklessness (50). Research in this area is likely to
inform neural models of moral judgment and moral development in typically developing people and in individuals with
neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism (45, 46).
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